
Custom Color 
Wood Flooring 

for High-Traffic 
Commercial

Spaces



Performance.
Style.
Strength.



Imagine hardwood flooring that’s infused with color 
and acrylic, designed to last up to three times longer 
than regular hardwood. That’s what you’ll get with 
Nydree: a wood floor specifically matched to any 
shade you specify, with a construction and finish that 
performs through the most high-traffic areas. 

Nydree’s acrylic-infused wood flooring is up to 
300% harder than natural wood, and independent 
studies show that our finish surpasses that of all 
other wood flooring when it comes to scratch and 
wear resistance. And now it’s available in custom 
colors to serve as a design element within any 
commercial setting. 

At Nydree, our team includes in-house experts who 
are trained in custom color creation. They’ve made 
one-of-a-kind products for some of the world’s most 
renowned design firms, including Gensler, WATG, 
Perkins+Will, HOK, and many more. 

Thanks to our state-of-the-art color matching 
technology, designers can submit a paint, fabric or 
furniture swatch, or even a piece of art to specify a 
color. Talk to your local Nydree rep today, and you 
can start making your vision a reality.
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Nydree products 
bring you:



Compared to natural wood, terrazzo or even commercial sheet vinyl, Nydree engineered 
wood flooring is significantly less expensive to own over the lifetime of the installation 
despite its higher initial cost. And since it’s infused with acrylic, repair and refinishing costs 
are dramatically reduced compared to traditional wood flooring because it requires less 
care and virtually no replacement. Even if you choose the Handcrafted Collection or wire 
brush finish to give your design a worn feeling, it still will have superior performance. 

Lower life-cycle costs:

With Nydree, you’ll feel quality in every step. So even after thousands of high heels and 
years of spills, your floor will retain its integrity. Whether you need it for a few years or 
several decades, you can use it anywhere you want to avoid the chipping, splintering or 
denting you normally experience with regular wood flooring.

Durability in design:

Get creative: Nydree wood flooring is perfect for beveled edges, mitered walls and 
ceilings too. Nydree flooring can be used above, at or below grade. It can be glued to a 
variety of subfloors.

Design flexibility:

For floors that complete the design of any space—if you can order it, we can do it—
matching brand or concept colors across the spectrum.

One-of-a-kind colors on demand:

Avoid a 
specification 
failure.
The success or failure of every 
specification you make lives on 
long after the project is complete. 
Product failures can damage a firm’s 
reputation and become a financial 
disaster for a client. The true cost 
of a flooring failure is not just in 
the replacement; many properties 
must close while the new floor is 
installed, resulting in a significant 
loss of revenue. Specify Nydree and 
your clients (and your reputation) will 
thank you for years to come.



FPO
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With Nydree, you can opt for a classic 
smooth finish or a wire brush finish to draw 
out the subtle texture of the graining. Or, 
if you are looking for an aged look, our 
Handcrafted Collection delivers. A variety 
of patterns allows for a range of design 
possibilities, creating the foundation for a 
breathtaking environment.

THE POWER OF

choice
hand-scraped





Your design. 
Your reputation. 
Your client’s brand.
They all need 
a strong foundation.



Nydree. Inspired. Empowered.
When our founder Barry Brubaker was 
a young boy, he lived in the rolling hills 
of Virginia near a historic farm that bred 
racehorses. The farm’s name was Nydrie. 
Years later, Barry used that name as 
inspiration for his company and modified 
the spelling to Nydree, recalling the 
combination of performance and beauty 
that each horse on the farm embodied. The 
company began in 2001 with the acquisition 
of Gammapar, and grew when it acquired 
its primary competitor, PermaGrain, in 
2003. Today, Nydree is a company driven 
by a passion to create the best of the best 
in wood flooring and wood plank walls by 
fusing the properties of strength and style. 

Many of the company’s staff members have 
been here for generations, honing the craft 
of acrylic-infused wood. Using Nydree’s 
proprietary technology, this team creates 
flooring and wall planks from seven plies 
of marine-grade Baltic birch, marine-grade 
adhesives and a 1/10-inch-thick layer of 
acrylic-infused wood. We invented our 
manufacturing process in 1963, and we 
continue to perfect it every day. The result 
can be seen in hotels, stadiums, universities, 
stores, corporations, museums and other 
public spaces all over the world. 

We invite you to learn more about the many 
products within our collections. Contact 
us today for samples or to discuss your 
projects and needs. Together, we can make 
a beautiful and lasting impact.



Sourced from the highest quality 
materials and wood species 
from around the world, Nydree 
flooring is designed, assembled 
and finished right here on US 
soil to create a product that’s 
worthy of its reputation for 
superior performance, delivery 
and installation.

Assembled 
in the USA



There is no replacement.
nydreeflooring.com
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Ask about our 
FSC® products


